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Executive Summary

Childhood cancer is known to strike viciously and without reason, yet its impact on our country is still misunderstood. At Ohio
University, we often feel enshrined in our little carefree, college town bubble, where it’s easy to feel invincible. However, tragedy still
occasionally reaches us from the outside world, and we remember that Athens, Ohio is not a paradise for everyone. Our town is
centered in the poorest county in Ohio, and its mix of students, professors and blue-collar workers makes it a unique melting pot of
ideas and causes.
Here since 1804, Ohio University is an institution within the Athens community. Athens is full of political and charitable people who
want to change the world. It is the students who run many of the cause-related events and campaigns that occur. We call the
people here our Bobcat family, which is one that cares about our school, about each other and about the general welfare of all
people. You cannot walk down the street without seeing or hearing a message from a student organization urging you to vote, give
back or otherwise get involved for the greater good. Students here are passionate about childhood illness, and fight against it
through various organizations and philanthropic events.
We realized that With Purpose’s message of youth empowerment was one the Bobcat family would undoubtedly support. The
culture here is the perfect springboard for spreading an empowering message, which led to the creation of our campaign, With
Purpose Comes Joy. We sought out partnerships with other young people to show the power of children and why their lives and
survival matter.
Our ultimate goal for this campaign was to raise awareness of the problems surrounding childhood cancer while highlighting young
people’s capability to change the world. Throughout the month-long implementation period, we spread information about the
tragedies and inequities of childhood cancer and the potential of young people through social media campaigns and multiple
events.
To reach the widest audience of students and community members, we partnered with and featured numerous youth-led
organizations. We strategically chose partnerships based on their fit with our message, their influence and reach, their success in
creating impactful change and their ability to spread a powerful message effectively. Our campaign, With Purpose Comes Joy,
successfully highlighted these influences and the big impact a small town can make.
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Situation Analysis
Upon completing our own research, we were shocked by the lack of government research funding and available treatment options for childhood cancer.
We chose to focus on With Purpose’s three pain points: failure to fund childhood cancer research, failure to turn research breakthroughs into clinical trials
and failure of the pharmaceutical industry to develop new childhood cancer drugs. Our team was also inspired by the missions of various on-campus
organizations, which we chose to feature as examples of the effectiveness of youth-led movements. Finally, the story behind With Purpose broke our
hearts, and motivated us to spread a message of positivity and purpose to the youth in our community.
With limited financial resources, we had to be creative when preparing our campaign. By focusing on partnerships with well-funded organizations, crafting
a strong digital presence and obtaining two in-kind donations, we were able to effectively spread our message while spending minimal money.
Ultimately, With Purpose wanted us to raise awareness for both their organization and the general fight against childhood cancer. Our primary goal was to
educate and inspire our audience by communicating the harsh facts, along with the accomplishments and potential of young people in our community.

Research
We conducted research to explore multiple facets of childhood cancer and related issues to create and implement a campaign that was both strategic and
unique. We conducted a survey, taken by 329 people, to collect data on the perceptions of childhood cancer and youth-led movements. The results were
then used to formulate questions for a focus group. By synthesizing our background research, Qualtrics survey results and insights from our focus group,
we developed three objectives for our campaign: exposing problems, highlighting youth movements and inspiring optimism.
Secondary Research
Background Research, conducted from November 2017 to mid-February 2018

According to the American Cancer Society, the National Cancer Institute spends only four percent of its budget on projects that will assist breakthroughs
for childhood cancer treatments. On average, 43 children are diagnosed with cancer each day. According to the St. Baldrick’s Foundation, the average
age of childhood diagnosis is six, with 71 years of life lost, while the average age of adult diagnosis is 67, with 15 years of life lost. Our social media audit
of With Purpose revealed that their content integrates promotions of outside entities that are creating change themselves.
Primary Research
Qualtrics Survey, distributed from December 7, 2017 until January 11, 2018

We received 329 survey responses, revealing: (A1A - A2B)
17.2 percent of respondents believe that over 75 percent of childhood cancer survivors will have treatment-related health issues by age 45.
39.2 percent of respondents have been affected, or know someone who has been affected, by childhood cancer.
80.24 percent of respondents have a false perception of the amount of the National Cancer Institute’s budget that goes toward childhood cancer
research.
86.93 percent of respondents believe youth-led movements were moderately effective to not effective at all.
87.84 percent of respondents prefer to receive most of their news and information from social media.
94.38 percent of respondents hadn’t heard of With Purpose.
Focus Group, held January 24, 2017

We held a focus group with six Ohio University students, who believe: (A2D)
College students are more likely to participate in non-profit campaigns if there is an incentive and the potential to bond with peers.
Inspiring the next generation to act while they are children is important.
Social media is the foundation of current youth activism.
Living with a purpose and being happy are integral to creating positive change in the world.
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Target Audiences and Key Messages
Target Audience

Primary audience: Ohio University students
Secondary audience: Members of the greater Athens community, particularly children
Key Messages

Childhood cancer is a persistent problem that is not receiving the attention or funding it requires.
Young voices are among the most passionate and compelling and have the power to lead effective movements. Children have the ability to change
the world, and as such, deserve a fighting chance.
With Purpose is an organization that fights to bring positivity and progress in the fight to conquer childhood cancer.
Mission Statement

We are five Ohio University students working to raise awareness for the lack of childhood cancer treatment options while also inspiring young people
to change the world. With Purpose Comes Joy was created in an effort to complete this mission in Athens, Ohio.

Objectives, Strategies and Tactics
Objective 1: Expose Problems:

Expose Ohio University and the Athens community to problems surrounding childhood cancer.

Strategy 1:

Create a consistent message for our live events and provide educational materials for attendees.

Rationale:

According to our Qualtrics survey, 94.83 percent of respondents said they were unaware of the organization With Purpose. Also,
80.24 percent of respondents have a false perception of the amount of the National Cancer Institute’s budget that goes toward
childhood cancer research (A2B).

Tactic 1:

Tactic 2:

Spend a week tabling at the student union during Week With Purpose. Display our six main facts and facilitate a dialogue about
childhood cancer while handing out educational material and custom With Purpose Comes Joy pins (A12C, A12D).
Use the hashtags #FightBackFriday and #KnowTheFacts weekly to share facts about childhood cancer and the issues that surround
it, as well as distribute informational packets to Athens parents.

Strategy 2:

Distribute a press release to earn media placement that drives traffic to social media and the website, which contain educational
material, videos and blog posts (A3A).

Rationale:

According to our survey, only 17.2 percent of respondents believed that over 75 percent of childhood cancer survivors would have
treatment-related health issues by age 45. The truth is that 90 percent will (A1J).

Tactic 1:

Send press release about the campaign and calendar of events to campus media sources and the University Communications and
Marketing department (A3A).

Tactic 2:

Produce three blogs on the following topics: the perceptions of a hematology oncology nurse, the story of With Purpose and the life
of a childhood cancer survivor (A5).
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Objective 2: Highlight Youth: To

highlight the effectiveness of youth-led movements by hosting events and obtaining at least

20,000 impressions on a social media campaign.

Host an event series on and off campus to interact with both university and community members.

Strategy 1:
Rationale:

Tactic 1:

According to our focus group responses, college students are more likely to participate in non-profit campaigns if there is an incentive
and an opportunity to bond with peers. Our focus group responses also emphasized the importance of inspiring the next generation
to act while they are children (A2D).
Host an on-campus event series consisting of Movie Night, Pancakes With Purpose, and Paint Your Purpose. Facilitate a discussion
about the issue of childhood cancer and youth activism during each event (A9D - A9F).

Tactic 2:

Host an off-campus event at the Athens Community Center called Happy Athens in partnership with their after-school program. Share
anecdotes with the kids about other children who are changing the world, such as Alex’s Lemonade Stand, and hold a discussion
about what they want to do in the world themselves (A8).

Strategy 2:

Gain social media exposure by recognizing seven student organizations working toward positive change in our community and the
world for our Week With Purpose (A4).
According to our focus group participants, social media is the foundation of current youth activism (A2D).

Rationale:
Tactic 1:

Tactic 2:

Partner with organizations that will generate free exposure for both their message and ours by releasing a video series across multiple
digital platforms (A4).
In these videos, include the response to the question, “What would you say to a young person who does not believe they can make a
difference in the world?” to motivate our audience to act.

Objective 3: Inspire Optimism: Inspire

optimism, positivity, and hope in young members of our community.

Strategy 1:

Emphasize positive messages and promote living with purpose.

Rationale:

According to our focus group, living with a purpose and being happy are integral to creating positive change in the world (A2D).

Tactic 1:

Paint a 160 square foot mural wall with the question, “What Is Your Purpose?” in a highly trafficked area of Ohio University’s campus
on International Childhood Cancer Awareness Day (A12B).

Tactic 2:

Use the hashtag #HappyPlaces with pictures of the With Purpose Comes Joy team sharing why they are happy during spring break to
invoke the idea that people can take happiness and purpose anywhere they go (A8).

Strategy 2:
Rationale:

Prove that young people find happiness in living purposefully.
According to our survey, 86.93 percent of respondents believed youth-led movements were moderately effective to not effective at
all (A2A).

Tactic 1:

Give exposure to the joy, fun and energy that supporting a cause brings young people by sharing posts and progress from our
participation in BobcaThon, a student-run 12-hour dance marathon benefiting the Ronald McDonald House Charities of Central Ohio
(A12A).

Tactic 2:

Host an event at the Athens Community Center called Happy Athens in partnership with an after-school program. Spend time
educating kids on how they can improve our world while also sending them home with educational material for their parents.
Facilitate a discussion on what makes them happy, and how helping others can bring joy to everyone (A8).
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Evaluation
Objective 1: Achieved: We

effectively exposed problems surrounding childhood cancer research and treatment to Ohio

University and the Athens community.

We distributed 100 informational fact sheets to Ohio University students while tabling at our student union during the seven days we
deemed "Week With Purpose" (A9B).
We distributed 50 informational packets to the parents of the children from the after-school program (A7B).
We received a media placement from our press release through the University Communications and Marketing department’s Compass
Newsletter, which reaches the entire student body of over 29,000 students and their parents (A3B).
Our informational blogs received exposure from Twitter and Facebook impressions as well as from the 208 visitors to our With Purpose
Comes Joy campaign website (A5).
We distributed 100 With Purpose Comes Joy campaign pins throughout our four interactive events: Movie Night, Pancakes With Purpose,
Paint Your Purpose and Happy Athens (A12C).
We used #FightBackFriday and #KnowTheFacts to consistently share information and statistics on multiple platforms to keep the facts
top of mind.
Objective 2: Exceeded: We

surpassed our goal to obtain 20,000 online impressions over the course of four weeks, successfully

highlighting the effectiveness of youth-led movements (A10).

The With Purpose Comes Joy Twitter account reached 41,498 impressions total during implementation (A10).
We facilitated a discussion at all four events with an emphasis on the power of youth, as well as the six main facts about childhood cancer.
The Campus Involvement Center reported that partnering with us for Paint Your Purpose was one of the most popular events it held this
year (A9F).
Our Week With Purpose social media content and video series recognizing local student organizations reached 22,065 impressions on
Twitter and thousands more across Facebook and Instagram within seven days (A4A - A4G).
Our partnerships with seven student organizations included Alpha Delta Pi, iBelieve University, Alpha Phi Omega, Project FTK, BobcaThon,
The Period Project, and Student Senate. These partnerships generated name recognition for With Purpose Comes Joy by reaching their
cumulative audience of over 7,100 followers on Twitter (A4A - A4G).
Our inspirational videos received 3,269 media views on Twitter (A10).
The With Purpose Comes Joy Facebook page reached 5,858 people (A11).
We shared the story of Alex’s Lemonade Stand and the story of Sam Benson, who inspired With Purpose, with the children at the Athens
Community Center to illustrate how children can contribute to a better world.
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Objective 3: Exceeded:

We inspired optimism, positivity, and hope in young members of our community.

A local business, Carpet One Floor & Moore, donated $135 worth of painting supplies so we could paint a 160 square foot
mural on campus during International Childhood Cancer Awareness Day (A12B).
Our team participated in BobcaThon, an established and successful philanthropic campus event and used social media
to share the impact and delight that youth-led movements can stimulate (A12A).
We filled the final week of implementation with #HappyPlaces, because it was during spring break. Our team released
pictures containing the With Purpose Comes Joy campaign pin in Disney World, Austin, Texas, Athens, Ohio, Miami,
Florida, and Barcelona, Spain (A8).
Happy Places was hosted on Instagram where we reached 260 followers and 975 likes throughout the implementation
period (A8).
Our after-school program event with the Athens Community Center, Happy Athens, resulted in local children creating 30
paper hearts containing reasons why they are happy. Their hearts were turned into a mural (A7).
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Media Coverage and Social Media Exposure

Our team utilized analytics and outreach to grow our social media. By distributing a press release and tagging influential social
media profiles in our posts, we were able to get more interactions and more exposure (A3A). The official With Purpose Twitter and
Instagram accounts, which have a following of 1,700, featured us multiple times throughout the campaign. We received consistent
exposure from Ohio University’s official Twitter account, which has an audience of over 66,000 followers (A3B). We received
earned media through the University Communications and Marketing department’s Compass newsletter, which is distributed to
over 29,000 students and their parents.
Budget

We operated on a zero-based budget, but used personal and in-kind donations to meet our needs. Our expenses were $27 for food
at events, $42 for promotional pins and $10.70 for table display materials. The E.W. Scripps School of Journalism donated free
printing valued at $265. Carpet One Floor & Moore donated $135 worth of painting supplies (A2C).

Personal Expenses

In-Kind Donations

Craft Materials

Event Food

34%

34%

Pins
53%

Color Printing
66%

Tabling Material
13%
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Conclusion

With Purpose Comes Joy was successful in our effort to teach people about With Purpose and how childhood cancer is an issue
that is not receiving the attention or financial support it needs. The reach of our message exceeded our initial goal for online
impressions by over 250 percent and hit over 50,000 cumulative online impressions. Our event series spread facts about childhood
cancer issues through facilitated dialogue paired with incentives for participating.
We proved that young voices are truly some of the most powerful vehicles for change by partnering with numerous organizations
and programs at Ohio University and within the Athens Community. These partnerships enabled us to tap into a larger audience
through mutually beneficial relationships. We applied With Purpose’s own strategy by infusing messages of positivity and optimism
throughout our campaign. During Week With Purpose, we received a powerful quote from Nicolas Paredes, the OU Student Senate
Historian, when he said, “As long as you pursue what makes you happy, nothing can stand in your way.” Messages like this, our
hashtags and the popularity of our campus mural helped instill positivity and optimism to those in our city-university community.
The feedback and interactions we experienced during the implementation month were unanimously positive. We made a noticeable
online footprint for With Purpose Comes Joy in only four weeks. For these reasons, With Purpose Comes Joy successfully motivated
people in our community to be an ally and voice for With Purpose and issues surrounding childhood cancer.
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